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KATIA DUKE 15 DE OCTUBRE DE 2021

EXPERIMENT  

One of the fascinating things about coffee is how versatile it turns out to be, it allows us to 
experiment from an early stage on the farm to the different options served by a cup and that is 
why during the last years at Finca San Isidro we have focused special interest on it. development of 
new processes, with which we intend to develop exotic and unique profiles, in order to enhance 
the coffee experience of our customers. 

For the 2021-2022 harvest we will continue our task of investigating, this cycle corresponds to the 
validation of the processes that we carry out with the addition of mountain microorganisms that 
resulted in 4 groups of exceptional coffees, we consider absolutely awesome the use of the 
elements that they are naturally available in our environment. 

To achieve success in this process we must provide our plants with the necessary nutrients in order 
to achieve a high quality fruit that facilitates the microbiological intervention that we naturally 
find in our environment, make decisions based on temperature variations on the days that the 
collection and post-harvest is carried out. 

As a general rule at Finca San Isidro we only collect cherries at their optimum maturity, this is 
transported to our wet mill, here it is washed and deposited in the respective fermentation tanks to 
proceed with the realization of the treatments that we have decided to carry out. 

The nature of this experiment is based on the use of the variables temperature, fermentation times 
and the addition of a broth of microorganisms from our mountain that has been prepared 48 hours 
in advance, with which we enhance the colonies that form bacteria, as well as yeasts, each of the 
groups present works in their respective metabolic processes at room temperature in a range of 
13-37 C, we measure PH in intervals and when ranges between 3-7 are reached, fermentation is 
interrupted in averages of time that oscillates 48 and 72 hours of fermentation, giving way to the 
deposition of the coffee in African beds for a manually and slow drying process to achieve the 
highest possible quality, this step could take in between 25-35 days. 

Results in the cup gave us an exceptional coffee, balanced, with a present body, with notes of 
tropical fruits, pineapple, peach, apple with a sweet and prolonged aftertaste. 
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We collect only the ripe cherries.
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Microorganisms caldo
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Air lock 
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After 48-72 hours this is how coffee looks like.
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